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the days of the Governorship of the first man to send settlers
to Virginia. . . . Nay, so strong in Anglo-Saxondom is the
hold of the idea that property is more valuable than human
beings, that as late as 1886, in the first official biography of
Lincoln, the respectable authors—one of whom was John
Hay, who in other ways deserved well enough of the world
—the authors, then, find it not unnatural that the first
settlers in Kentucky executed men for stealing horses or
cattle whilst murders as a rule went unpunished. A horse
or an ox was a rare necessity; men were all too common.
It is a noteworthy pendant that after the massacre at
Bad Axe in the war of 1831 the aged fallen chief Black
Hawk, when carried in triumph to Washington, said to
President Jackson, true to the spirit of his ancestors: "You
cannot sell land/* . . . Because they forbade him to visit
the tomb of his daughter which lay in ground that they
professed to have bought and that he denied having sold.
Lincoln himself served as a volunteer In that war and it is
suggestive to remember that in his proclamation at the
opening of the Civil War he uses identically the same
argument as did the old chief he helped to subdue.*
§
The successive encroachments of the whites on the Indians
may be typified by the legends of the Smith-Pocahontas-
Rolfe type in the earlier seventeenth century, and by the
gradual evolution of the settlers' methods of warfare until,
abandoning the false security that armour gave them, they
developed methods of scouting that, as had been the case
with their agriculture, they had learned from the Indians.
So was evolved the type of Virginia mountaineer whose
methods of warfare were to prove so fatal to regular soldiers
* Black Hawk to President Jackson: "I am a man; you are another*. I
did not expect to conquer the white people. I took up the hatchet to
avenge injuries no longer to be endured. . . * I say no more; all is known
to you.**
Lincoln to Troops: *T call to you to redress \vrongs already long enough
endured/*
It is singular how few arguments are to be found when you are about
to take a sword and dror it.

